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Abstract       The research  aims  stages and  technical  operations  that 
 have passed different varieties of fruit trees to obtain two 
systems of artistic crown. 

The fruit trees were conducted in the "U" simple  and "Double  U"  and have 
used both  apple varieties and hair. 
In the first part are observed the operations and methods to which they were 
subjected, and finally observed results.   
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Art stewardship  trees  on  trellis,  is a technique  for 

 cutting  trees,  with the European  tradition,  practiced  

of the medieval times  in this period of time the great  

owners  of  trees  have planted along the walls of the 

  courtyards in castles  o provide  fresh fruit  during 

 the long sieges. 

              Trees and shrubs  with the  crown  artistic 

orchestrated  under various  forms, offers  a special 

effect, especially  in  urban green  spaces  treated in 

geometric or mixed style. 

Trees  whose  crown  is  directed  in such artistic  

forms  as  hedges  placed  to mask unaesthetic  objects 

 in  alignment, or as solitary specimens on lawns, 

walkways  along  the  walkways, or their intersection. 

It is estimated that the garden represents a particular 

interest not only the cuttings in the crown, to obtain 

 spherical  shapes,  pyramidal, columnar,  etc., close 

to those found  naturally,  but also the development 

of special shapes such as vertical  cord, 

cossonet "U" simple "U" double,  Verrier system, etc. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 
In the research for the formation of crowns was take 

into account its length and height, but also how to 

obtain  the desired  shape,  finally  resulting in a 

fence shapely fruit per line. 

The apple varieties were particularly Gene-ros and 

 Florina, recommended to be resistant to Rapan   are  

widespread  and  extensive  use,  well 

different training works: trunkshortening, arching of 

the roof structures  or  even severe cuts in green, to 

strengthen the shaft. 

Were chosen  apple  varieties  Florina  and known to 

all consumers, resulting in species  that are highly 

appreciated. 

Varieties of hair Bella di giugno, Cüré and  Favorita lui 

Clapp are  generally recognized  fruit diseases are 

widespread and extensive, well  known 

quality, were also suitable for various soil types. 

Also  these varieties  are  well suited  to generous, 

recommended to be resistant to pests and to all 

 consumers, resulting in  species  that  are popular. 

 

A. The method of apple and 

pear variety training system in the crown "u" simple 

 

For presentation of the crown  system was chosen an 

individual  better trained. 

Planting  distances  between  trees  are 

1 meter in line and 3  meters between rows, with a 

height of 2.5  meters the final shape. 

Training  technique  is  planting  rot, after which, it was 

shortened  for trainingthe trunk,  on 60 - 75  cm  high, 

above  2  buds  oriented  on  row. 

Out  of  the  two  buds  are  appeared  in  the  normal       

position        when        their        lengths reached 

approximately  equal size. 

Other  operations  that were  conducted in the coming 

years  from  planting consisted in suppression  on the 

top branches namely the shape of  "U" on horizontal 

side, greedy  shoots  suppression appeared in the basis 

arms and at the place of  branch also the suppression  

greedy shoot semerged on the trunk first year, one  

shoot, 50 cm - 60 cm  long which were curved and 

were directed vertically. 

For a  higher  aesthetic value, arms curves were 

made equal in both arms, being careful to  be as short. 

In  the years to come,  training 

operations will follow the crown to 30 cm - 40 cm 

shortening arm extensions and during the growing 

season  will continue making them in the vertical 
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direction, it will suppress  shoots on horizontalarm part 

 and  filling  with branches of fruit. 

 

B. The method of apple and 

pear variety training system in the crown "u" simple 

 

After the first  branching,  arms  results were  lead 

 horizontally,  then  theycurved  upward, following  a 

 2nd  bifurcation  of the other two  shoots  that emerged 

 in  each arm,  they  also conducted  to  horizontallater 

on  werecurved  in a vertical  position. 

Distances between trees on row were chosen at 

2 meters and 3 metersbetween rows. 

The planting trees were shortened toa dwarf stem of 40

-50cm, two buds above the oriented on row. 

Out of the two buds emerged from the first 

year one shoots 5060cm inlength which were curved  

and were directed vertically. The distance between 

the two extensions of the arms is 80 cm. 

In the spring of the second  year,  the two arms were 

 shortened  to  30  cm  above  the trunk,  which are the 

2nd bifurcation, resulting in  two other shootsin 

each branch, they were originally led  to the horizontal 

position and atlength of 40 cm were bent in a vertical 

position, each on row depending on growth achieved. 

The bending operations was made sure that they 

are equal as short andalso the distances between  the 

 four arms are equal. 

The distance kept between the two shoots that 

will form one "U" on eacharm is about 40 cm, also the 

distance between the two inner arms is allabout 40 cm. 

Other technical operations performed in the following   

years included the suppression  cuttings  emerged 

shoots on the trunk, and the suppression 

those shoots on the top of the basis arms. 

 

 

 

  
Picture 1  Crown shape "U" simple obtained in the the 

 research at  apple 

Picture 2 Crown shape "U" simple obtained in 

the the research at hair 
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Picture 3 Crown shape "U" double obtained  in the 

research at apple 

Picture 4 Crown shape "U" double, obtained in the the 

 research at hair 

 

Results 

 
Following  the work  crown  training  systems  

U" simple and "U" double appleand pear  

investigated specimens have reached the desired 

height, forminga trunk strength and the the 

vertical arms are reached a height anddiameters 

 approximately equal. 

We can say that the varieties of apple and 

pear researched, well have behaved at training in 

the systems crown "U" simple and "U" doubleand 

thetechnical works used were well executed and with 

positive results. 

  In   the   following   years    the   technical 

operations will follow generally keeping a balance  

between the arms, but also works overtime  shortening 

the armsfrom 30 cm  to 40 cm,  for a better garnished 

with fruit branches. 

All trees studied,  have  formed a  strong trunk  

and  well have behaved  at  worktraining 

through technical training and cutting operations 

mentioned above. 

 During 2009, after obtaining the form, on the 

two vertical arms, it was also interfered with cuts to 

limit growth, but also with shortness  of annual shoots 

for a good garnish with fruit formations. 

 

 

Conclusions     

 
   We can say that this form gave good 

results for varieties of apple and pear, they 

 behave very well to technical training and 

cutting operations. 

In the following years, depending on 

 increases  in   the  arms,  were   performed  balancing    

the    bending    operations, were also performed their 

annual shortenings at 30 cm - 40 cm, leaving 

 only the long arm rod elements. 

Apple and pear varieties have performed 

well at the technical  operationstraining,  directed  

tree crown in the system reached the desired  height for  

the  of 250 cm. 
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